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It's Daisy Crispin's final trimester of high school, and she plans to make it count. Her long-awaited

freedom is mere months away, and her big plans for college loom in the future. Everything is under

control. Or is it? Her boyfriend is treating her like she's invisible, and her best friend is selling bad

costume jewelry in the school quad--and hanging out with her boyfriend. To top it off, Daisy's major

humiliation for the year will be remembered in the yearbook for all eternity. It's enough to make her

wonder if maybe being invisible isn't so bad after all.With more of the funny-but-too-true writing

readers have come to expect from Kristin Billerbeck, Perfectly Invisible shows teen girls that

everyone is special--no matter what they're going through.
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Ok so at first I thought that daisy was a cool laid back girl with a goal then I just find her becoming

so incredibly annoyed with her. Considering that she would get in these stupid conflicts with her best

friend Claire who kept trying to tell her not to worry about anything and she kept bringing it up to

Max. Honestly I thought that by the end of this book if I knew her I would kill her because she was



seriously desperate and way too clingy. Overall I thought the events that took place to be very real

to something that would actually happen. In other words about Daisy I realized that she was totally

ungrateful for EVERYTHING which eventually got obnoxious and I find myself realizing that my

favorite parts were when her and her boss Gil were talking or hanging out except for one particular

meeting they had. One last thing that I didn't understand was how everyone kept talking about how

she has changed at the end of the book and how mature she was, but she is still the same old

bratty, obnoxious, spoiled little girl who thought that everybody owed her something... In conclusion

I would not recommend this book even if you have read the previous book because it won't make a

difference whether or not you read it, it's pretty much useless.

Daisy is ready for graduation and finally finding her freedom from her over-bearing parents at

college. But when she loses her job, her parents tell her she needs to go to community college, and

her best friend makes her sell tacky senior rings and starts hanging out with the guy Daisy thought

was into her, Daisy finds the last few months before graduation may be anything but fun.After being

disappointed with book one in this series, I was happy to find Kristin Billerbeck found her normal,

quirky voice in this novel. The fast quips and funny characters are what I like best about Billerbeck,

and these are all over the first half of the book--when suddenly we have about 20 pages of nothing

but lectures. Daisy is lectured on what's wrong with her by just about everyone, including some guy

wanting to hire her. It was tedious(and teens may find it enough to stop reading), but thankfully, after

the lecture break, the story went back to a funny book about high school drama and a girl's journey

to finding herself.Fans of Kristin Billerbeck will enjoy this book and look forward to book three in the

series.

I downloaded the first book for free, and knew that it was a common ploy to get me hooked in a

series. True. I read the first one and wanted to find out what happened next. And after I read this

one, I had to purchase the next one too. In the end, I wasn't overly happy with the series. So my

suggestion is don't start it. That all said, I'm a 32-year-old woman who went to a Christian high

school and the whole series felt just like I was 17 again! I was entertained and I would definitely let

my (future) teenaged daughter read it. The Christian message was clear and good advice for a teen,

but it wasn't strong and I found it was only at the very end of each book that it was really mentioned.

The characters are flawed, as real people are, so it was nice in that way. Entertaining. 4 stars.

This book was good and interesting and had the same humor as the first.the part of this book that



frustrated me was the character daisy at times and how oblivious she can be other that that the

book was fine.

This is a great vacation book or quick read when you don't want to think too much. Love this author.

I love Billerbeck, but I thought the character fell in 'love' to quickly. They barely knew each other.

nice and clean though

I love this book, it was even better than the first book in the series. It's full of unexpectedness and

hilarious stunts. You def have to read the first book though. I def recommend this book!!!!

Kristin Billerbeck is so funny. I really enjoy this teen romance.
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